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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we propose a novel occlusion invariant face recognition algorithm based on Selective Local
Non-negative Matrix Factorization (S-LNMF) technique. The proposed algorithm is composed of two
phases; the occlusion detection phase and the selective LNMF-based recognition phase. We use a local
approach to effectively detect partial occlusions in an input face image. A face image is ﬁrst divided into
a ﬁnite number of disjointed local patches, and then each patch is represented by PCA (Principal Component Analysis), obtained by corresponding occlusion-free patches of training images. And the 1-NN
threshold classiﬁer is used for occlusion detection for each patch in the corresponding PCA space. In
the recognition phase, by employing the LNMF-based face representation, we exclusively use the LNMF
bases of occlusion-free image patches for face recognition. Euclidean nearest neighbor rule is applied for
the matching.
We have performed experiments on AR face database that includes many occluded face images by sunglasses and scarves. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed local patch-based occlusion
detection technique works well and the S-LNMF method shows superior performance to other conventional approaches.
Ó 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
One of the most important goals of computer vision is to
achieve visual recognition ability comparable to that of human
[1–3]. And among many recognition subjects, the face recognition
problem has been researched intensively during last few decades,
due to its great potential to various practical applications such as
HCI (Human Computer Interface), intelligent robot, surveillance,
etc.
And, as the face recognition is studied further, obvious problem
of occlusion by other objects or apparels such as sunglasses or
scarves becomes eminent. Occluded parts in the face images usually degrade the recognition performance, and thus a robust algorithm for occluded faces is indispensable to real applications.
So far, several approaches that deal with occlusion have been
proposed in the literature. Leonardis and Bischof [4,5] proposed a
robust PCA approach that could estimate the coefﬁcients of eigenimages from partially degraded images. Instead of computing the
coefﬁcients by projecting the data onto the eigenimages, they extracted coefﬁcients by a robust hypothesize-and-test paradigm
using subsets of image points. This approach presented successful
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +82 2 880 1743; fax: +82 878 1452.
E-mail addresses: purete5@nate.com (H.J. Oh), kyoungmu@snu.ac.kr (K.M. Lee),
sanguk@sting.snu.ac.kr (S.U. Lee).

reconstruction of partially occluded images, however the performance usually depends on the training set.
Li et al. proposed a novel method, called local non-negative matrix factorization (LNMF) [6], for learning spatially localized, partsbased subspace representation of visual patterns. In addition to the
non-negativity constraint in the original NMF [7], they imposed
localization constraints to the objective function. The advantages
of LNMF for occluded face recognition have been demonstrated
experimentally compared with the NMF and PCA methods.
Martinez [8] described a probabilistic approach that is able to
compensate for imprecisely localized, partially occluded, and
expression-variant faces when only single training sample per
class was available to the system. To resolve the occlusion problem, each face was divided into k local regions and was analyzed
separately. In contrast with other approaches where a simple voting space is used, Martinez presented a probabilistic method that
analyzed how good a local match was. He demonstrated experimentally that the suppression of 1/6 of the face does not decrease
accuracy. Even for those cases where 1/3 of the face is occluded,
the identiﬁcation results were close to those obtained in the occlusion-free case.
Recently, Tarres et al. [9] proposed a face recognition method
that deals with partial occlusion by utilizing multiple PCA spaces
of speciﬁc types of occluded faces using masking. But this simple
approach can not cope with wide variation of occlusion types
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robustly, and also it requires large memory and longer processing
time.
In this paper, we present a novel face recognition algorithm robust to occlusion using S-LNMF technique. The proposed algorithm
is based on a local approach where face images are divided into a
ﬁnite number of disjointed local patches. But, unlike previous approaches, we perform occlusion detection explicitly. The occluded
regions in the face images are detected by the 1-NN classiﬁer. And
then, the recognition process is performed using the selected LNMF
bases that correspond to the occlusion-free patches. We evaluate
our algorithm on the occlusion subset as well as the expression
and lighting subsets of the AR database [10], and demonstrate that
the proposed algorithm produces superior performance to previous face recognition schemes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce a local approach and deriving classiﬁers for occlusion
detection. In Section 3 we describe how the S-LNMF bases images
can be used for occluded face recognition. After presenting our
experimental results in Section 4, we conclude in Section 5.

Fig. 2. Local subdivision of a face.

Fig. 3. Local approaches on occluded face images.

2. Occlusion detection
each patch image in a low dimensional subspace after the dimension reduction using PCA [11–16].
Six PCA subspaces corresponding to the 6 local patches of occlusion-free faces are trained by normal face images. PCA coefﬁcients
of each patch of the training images are calculated by

The proposed face recognition algorithm is based on selected
LNMF subspace matching. Note that since each LNMF basis image
exhibits high localization characteristics in spatial domain, local
occlusion affects only the coefﬁcients of the corresponding bases,
so that the error becomes not global but local. So, by using the
LNMF bases for occlusion-free regions exclusively, we can achieve
robust matching for occlusion. However, to select relevant local
bases, we need to determine which parts are occluded in a face image in advance. Since this occlusion detection step usually inﬂuences the overall performance of the face recognition system, it
must be carefully designed. In this section we propose an efﬁcient
occlusion detection algorithm based on one class classiﬁer in the
PCA (Principal Component Analysis) space.

where Xi,k is the kth patch of the ith image, Wk is the average image of
kth patch, Ek is the eigenmatrix of the kth patch, and N is the total
number of training images.
When a test face image is given, it is divided into 6 local patches
as shown in Fig. 3, and then the patches, Ckk = 1,2, . . . 6, are projected onto the corresponding eigenspace Ek, producing corresponding coefﬁcients vectors

2.1. Local subdivision of a face image

ck ¼ ETk ðCk  Wk Þ;

Partial occlusions in face images usually occur when subjects
wear adornments like sunglass or scarf, or when faces are covered
by other objects such as hand, cup and so on, as shown in Fig. 1. To
detect the locally occluded regions in a face image, we ﬁrst divide
the image into a ﬁnite number of local disjoint patches [8], and
then examine each patch individually. In general, the conﬁguration
and the sizes of patches are important factors in overall recognition
performance. In this paper, the optimal division of face images was
obtained empirically; we employ a division of a face image into
symmetric 6 local patches as in Fig. 2.

Xi;k ¼ ETk ðX i;k  Wk Þ;

i ¼ 1; 2; . . . N; k ¼ 1; 2; . . . 6;

k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 6:

ð1Þ

ð2Þ

So, the occlusion detection for each patch is accomplished by comparing the coefﬁcient vectors of occlusion-free images with that of
the test image in the corresponding eigenspace.
2.3. One class classiﬁers
To distinguish normal data from occluded ones in eigenspace,
we need a proper classiﬁer. Occlusion detection problem can be
thought as the one class classiﬁcation problem [17,18]. Fig. 4
shows an example of one-class classiﬁcation problem in feature
space, where the dots represent the occlusion-free patches to be

2.2. Local occlusion detection in PCA subspace
Occlusion detection of a given face image is accomplished for
each local patch independently by employing a pattern classiﬁcation framework. Note that each local patch is still a high dimensional vector that is computationally infeasible. So we deal with

Fig. 1. Examples of occluded face images.

Fig. 4. One-Class Classiﬁer.
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Fig. 5. k-nearest neighbor rule.

Fig. 6. 1-Nearest neighbor distance classiﬁer.

classiﬁed as the target class, and the crosses represent the occluded
ones that belong to the outlier class. The target class is assumed to
be well sampled, that is many training data are available. On the
other hand, the outlier class can be sampled very sparsely, or they
can be totally absent if particular outlier class is too expensive to
measure. Generally, the boundary between the two classes is not
clear as shown in Fig. 4 due to possible ambiguity between classes
and measurement noise, and this makes the classiﬁcation problem
more difﬁcult.
In this paper, we introduce a modiﬁed 1-NN classiﬁer called the
supervised 1-NN threshold classiﬁer to detect occluded face region.
By employing absolute distance between samples without explicit
density estimation, we can overcome the weakness of conventional
NN classiﬁers.
2.3.1. k-NN (nearest neighbor) classiﬁer
The k-NN rule classiﬁes by assigning the label most frequently
repeated among the k nearest samples; in other words, a decision
is made by examining the labels of the k nearest neighbors and taking a majority vote [19]. Fig. 5 shows the example when k = 5. This
method can be used in a supervised method where both target and
outlier classes are known. In general, the performance of the classiﬁer depends on the density of training samples, and if they are
insufﬁcient, the classiﬁcation performance is degraded. Moreover,
depends on the relative distances between data, margin for errors
ﬂuctuates.
2.3.2. Unsupervised 1-NN (nearest neighbor) distance classiﬁer
Unlike the k-NN classiﬁer, 1-NN distance classiﬁer refers only
the target class distribution, which is an unsupervised approach
[17,18]. This classiﬁer basically uses the nearest neighbor method
to approximate the local density of the training patterns with following distance measure.
qNN ðxÞ ¼

kx  NN tr ðxÞk
;
kNN ðxÞ  NN tr ðNN tr ðxÞÞk
tr

3

Thus, although 1-NN distance classiﬁer has its own advantage
that it does not require the training of the outlier class, but it still
has the same problems as in k-NN classiﬁer when there are not enough target data samples.
2.3.3. Supervised 1-nearest neighbor threshold classiﬁers
As mentioned earlier, the performance of classiﬁcation is highly
dependent on whether we have enough training samples of the
target class or not. However, sufﬁcient training samples are seldom
available.
To improve the classiﬁcation performance when the number of
training data is limited, we introduce the supervised 1-NN threshold classiﬁer that employs absolute distance between samples.
With a reasonable threshold value, construction of hyperspheres
for the target class data can reduce the classiﬁer’s dependency
upon the number of training data. Fig. 7 shows the concept of
the proposed classiﬁer. The hyperspheres are represented as circles
and outlier class data are illustrated as crosses. When an unknown
input test data is entered, the nearest neighbor among training
data is found. If the nearest neighbor is an outlier class data, the
test data is labeled as outlier class data. If the nearest neighbor is
a target class data, the distance between the input data and the
nearest one is measured. And, if the distance is smaller than a
threshold value (if the input data is within the the hypersphere
of the nearest target sample), the test data is labeled as target class
data, otherwise assigned to the outlier class. The algorithm is summarized as follows.

ð3Þ

where x is a test object and NNtr(x) represents the nearest neighbor
of object x in the training set. Fig. 6 illustrates an example of the 1NN distance classiﬁer.
By using the 1-NN distance, an input target data is likely to be
classiﬁed as an outlier when the distance between the input data
and the nearest training sample is greater than the distance between the nearest training sample and its nearest neighbor. Of
course, the threshold of the distance measure should be properly
set. Moreover, if the training samples are not enough, then the
denominator of (3) becomes large, making the ratio small. So, the
performance is usually degraded when the distribution of training
data is not dense enough.

Fig. 7. Supervised 1-NN threshold classiﬁer.
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/* Supervised 1-NN threshold classiﬁer */
Find the nearest neighbor of a test data.
If the nearest neighbor is an outlier,
test data is assigned to the outlier class.
Else
if distance < threshold,
test data is assigned to the target class.
else
test data is assigned to the outlier class.
According to this algorithm, data a, c and b in Fig. 7 are classiﬁed
correctly into the target and outlier classed, respectively. Note that
the outlier data d that is too close to a target data satisﬁes both
conditions, and can be incorrectly classiﬁed as target class. However, since this situation doesn’t occur frequently in reality, it is
not a serious problem.
3. Face recognition using selective lnmf basis images
After detecting occluded face regions by the methods described
in the previous section, LNMF based matching technique is applied
for recognition. Since the occluded regions are already identiﬁed,
only the LNMF bases that correspond to the occlusion-free regions
are to be integrated.
3.1. LNMF basis selection
Unlike PCA which exhibits holistic features of an image, LNMF
can learn spatially localized, parts-based subspace representation
[6]. By imposing localization constraint, in addition to the non-negativity constraint in the standard NMF [7,20], we can obtain a set of
bases that not only allows a non-subtractive (part-based) representation of images but also manifests localized features. Moreover, unlike the PCA bases that encompass energy in decreasing
order, the signiﬁcance between the LNMF bases is non-hierarchic.
Since the maximum number of the LNMF bases that can be learned
is inﬁnite, we can initiate the number of bases. Note that the LNMF
bases are spatially localized; some correspond to the occluded regions, while the others correspond to the occlusion-free regions. If
we use all the bases indiscriminately for face recognition, the bases
corresponding to the occluded regions will certainly degrade the
recognition performance. Therefore it is natural and appropriate
to employ the bases corresponding to the occlusion-free regions
exclusively for better performance. In Fig. 8, the six images on
the left show an example of the LNMF basis images corresponding
to the occlusion-free upper left region of faces. These bases are
nearly independent to the lower occluded part by scarf, and thus

Fig. 8. Example of LNMF bases.

can be used to reconstruct the local region correctly. Similarly,
other bases that are not located at the occluded region can contribute to the recognition.
To detect the bases in the occluded regions, let us deﬁne a measure for occluded energy per each basis as follows.
P
2
x;y2W Ii ðx; yÞ
EiOcclusion ¼ PC PR 2
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N;
ð4Þ
x¼1
y¼1 Ii ðx; yÞ
where C  R is the image size, Ii(x,y) is the value of the ith LNMF basis at (x,y), W is the detected occluded region, and N is the number
of bases.
The occluded energy value represents what portion of the total
energy is contained in the occluded region for each basis. If the value is large, the LNMF basis can be considered as an occluded one.
Therefore, by excluding the bases of which occluded energy is
greater than a ﬁxed threshold value, we can minimize the effect
of occlusion in ﬁnal matching.
3.2. Face recognition in LNMF subspace
Face recognition is performed in the LNMF subspace spanned by
occlusion-free bases. Since the LNMF bases set is not orthonormal
like PCA bases, to calculate the LNMF coefﬁcients of an input image,
we use pseudo inverse of the selected occlusion-free LNMF bases
matrix. Let B ¼ ½ b1 b2    bN  be the original LNMF bases set.
For a given test face y, we can determine the occlusion-free basis
set associated with it, and denote it as W ¼ ½ w1 w2   
wM ðW  B; M 6 NÞ. Then the selected coefﬁcient vector h of y can
be obtained by
h ¼ Wþ y;

ð5Þ

+

where W is the pseudo inverse of W.
Similarly, each training face image xi(i = 1,2,    ,K), where K is
the total number of training faces, is projected into the same selected occlusion-free LNMF subspace with coefﬁcient vector
gi(i = 1,2, . . . ,K).
gi ¼ Wþ xi ;

i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K:

ð6Þ

Then, the recognition is performed by ﬁnding the closest training
face in the feature space as follows.
arg min kgi  hk;
i

i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K:

ð7Þ

Fig. 9. Flowchart of the proposed S-LNMF algorithm.
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Unlike original face recognition technique using LNMF [6], since the
proposed algorithm uses only the selected basis images, the number
of basis images used for recognition usually changes according to
the result of the occlusion detection. The ﬂowchart of the proposed
S-LNMF algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 9.
4. Experimental results
4.1. The AR-face database

Fig. 11. Examples of partially occluded faces.

We used the AR face database for our test [10]. This database
consists of over 3200 color images of 135 people with the frontal
view faces. Each image in the database consists of a 768  576 array of pixels. The face variations according to illumination, expression, and occlusion, etc. are provided. For illustration, normal and
partially occluded images by sunglass and scarf are shown in
Fig. 10. Localization and normalization for each face images are
performed by aligning eye positions, removing background and
warping, so that each face became a 64  88 array of 256 grayscale
values. All 135 normal face images are used for LNMF bases learning. And for the supervised classiﬁers for occlusion detection, all
135 normal face images and 70 occluded face images (35 sunglass
images and 35 scarf images of 20 men and 15 women) were used
for the training the target class and the outlier class, respectively.
4.2. Occlusion detection results
4.2.1. The performance comparisons of the classiﬁers
We quantitatively evaluated the performances of the occlusion
detection schemes introduced in Section 3. Occluded regions are
detected in the eigenspace, the feature space trained by PCA. Each
training normal face image is divided into 6 disjoint patches as
shown in Fig. 11(a), and the corresponding 6 eigenspaces are
learned. Fig. 11(b) and (c) show examples of test occluded faces,
in which patches (c, d) and (e, f) are occluded, respectively. To evaluate the detection performance quantitatively, let us summarize
the deﬁnitions of few decision rates in Table 1. The second row
of Table 1 represents the right decision on the occluded data.
We deﬁne this case as detection rate since maximizing this rate
is the goal of the occlusion detection. The wrong decision on normal data is deﬁned as false alarm. The rest of cases are derivable

Table 1
Rate deﬁnition
Input data

Decision result

Deﬁnition (%)

Occlusion
Occlusion
Normal
Normal

Occlusion
Normal
Normal
Occlusion

Detection rate
False rejection rate (100 – detection rate)
Rejection rate (100 – false alarm rate)
False alarm rate

from detection rate and false alarm rate. Since detection rate has
trade-off relations with false alarm rate, we cannot increase only
detection rate or decrease only false alarm rate.
Note that the misclassiﬁcation of normal data can cause information loss for correct recognition, and also the misclassiﬁcation
of occluded data can lower the recognition performance seriously.
Of two cases of misjudgment, false rejection rate is much more
important than the false alarm rate for the performance of face recognition. Thus, as a measurement compared with the performances of the classiﬁers, we evaluated the false alarm rate when
the detection rate is 100% (false rejection rate is 0%). The detection
results on test images are shown in Table 2. In case of k-NN classiﬁer the performance when k = 3 is worse than when k = 1. This
shows that the ﬁnding numerous nearest neighbors lowers the
detection performance. We can also ﬁnd out that the distance measure is not optimal in the 1-NN distance classiﬁer. The supervised
1-NN threshold classiﬁer and the k-NN with k = 1 gave the best results in this test. Now, these two classiﬁers were tested on the test
images with synthetic occlusion patterns that were quite different
from the trained outlier patterns as shown in Fig. 12(b) and (c). We
have examined the occluded patches a, b, c, and d. Since no false
alarm can occur in this test, detection rates were calculated and

Fig. 10. AR face database.
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Table 2
The performance comparison of the classiﬁers on real occlusion
Classiﬁer

Detection rate/false alarm rate (%)

k-NN (k = 3)
k-NN (k = 1)
1-NN distance
Supervised 1-NN threshold

Average of FAR (%)

c

d

e

f

100/0
100/0
100/2
100/0

100/0
100/0
100/4
100/0

100/4
100/0
100/52
100/0

100/2
100/0
100/52
100/0

1.5
0
27.5
0

longs to the target class, so it produced higher detection rate. Based
on the above results, we have chosen the supervised 1-NN threshold classiﬁer as the occlusion detector for our face recognition
system.

Fig. 12. Synthetic occlusion patterns.

summarized in the Table 3. Note that the supervised 1-NN threshold classiﬁer still gave robust performance, while the k-NN classiﬁer didn’t work at all under this circumstance. This is due to the
difference between the distance-based criteria which both classiﬁers employ for decision. Both classiﬁers are supervised methods.
However synthetic occlusion patterns were not used in the training
stage even though they belong to outlier class. In the real environment, there exist many different types of occluding objects including white blobs used in this experiment, and it is impossible to
provide dense samples of all different kinds of outliers in one class
classiﬁcation problem. Under this circumstance, k-NN classiﬁer apt
to decrease the detection rate since it always labels unknown sample by the category of the nearest neighbor regardless of the absolute distance. In contrast, the supervised 1-NN threshold classiﬁer
considers how far the distance is, even if the nearest neighbor be-

4.2.2. Subdivision of face images
Note that both the proposed partial occlusion detection and face
recognition algorithms are developed based on local patches of a
face image. Thus, different division methods may result in different
performances on both occlusion detection and recognition. In this
section, we examine the optimal subdivision method of face
images in an empirical sense. Fig. 13 shows 12 possible subdivision
layouts that we have considered in this experiment. The supervised 1-NN threshold classiﬁer was used for the comparison of
the occlusion detection performances. And the false alarm rate
with 100% detection rate for each subdivision method was calculated for the performance evaluation.
The detection results of the 6-region-division methods in
Fig. 13(a)–(c) are summarized in Table 4. As the results show, the
6-1 method gave the best result. Note that 6-2 and 6-3 methods divide a face according to the face features such as eyes, nose, and
mouth, where e and f represent the nose and mouth region. The performances of these methods were degraded since they did not use
the cheek area. Especially, as shown in Table 4, the performance on
regions e an f of the 6-2 and 6-3 methods were bad. This seems that
the ﬁnite sizes of the regions, partial occlusion and texture variation
of scarves caused some ambiguity in classiﬁcation. The results of 7-

Table 3
The performance comparison of classiﬁers on synthetic occlusion
Classiﬁer

k-NN (k = 1)
Supervised 1-NN threshold

Detection rate/false alarm rate (%)

Average of DR (%)

a

b

c

d

0/100/-

0/100/-

0/100/-

0/100/-

0
100

Fig. 13. Subdivision methods.
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Table 4
Detection performance of 6-region-division
Method

Detection rate/false alarm rate (%)

6-1
6-2
6-3

Average of FAR (%)

c

d

e

f

100/0
100/0
100/0

100/0
100/0
100/0

100/0
100/68
100/0

100/0
100/62
100/62

0
32.5
15.5

Table 5
Detection performance of 7-region-division
Method

7-1
7-2

Detection rate/false alarm rate (%)

Average of FAR (%)

c

d

e

f

g

100/0
100/0

100/0
100/0

100/6
100/0

100/0
100/2

100/0
100/0

1.2
0.4

region-division methods in the Fig. 13(d)–(e) are shown in Table 5.
The left and right eye regions were denoted as c and d, and the nose
region were marked as e, and the mouth regions were marked as f
and g. The performances of these methods were worse than that of
6-1 method. So, we can conclude that the subdivision of eye parts
is not helpful for improving the performance.
Table 6 shows the results of 9-region-division methods in the
Fig. 13(f)–(g). The regions in the middle row were marked as d, e,
and f, and the lower regions were denoted as g, h and i. The performances of 9-subdivision methods were also worse than the 6-1
method.
The results of dividing methods into 12 regions in the
Fig. 13(h)–(k) are shown in Table 7. These division methods also
didn’t improve the performance.
Finally the results of dividing methods in the Fig. 13(l) are
shown in Table 8. Twenty four small subregions were used in this
method. However, the performance was not satisfactory either.
Moreover this subdivision method can cause some problems in
selecting the LNMF bases in the corresponding region since the di-

Fig. 14. Learned LNMF bases.

vided regions are too small. From the experimental results summarized in Tables 4–8, we concluded that the method 6-1 is optimal.
4.3. Face recognition results
4.3.1. LNMF bases
We have trained 100 occlusion-free training face images in the
AR database. Fig. 14 shows the trained LNMF bases images when
the number is 100. As stated earlier, we can observe that the basis
images are spatially well localized. The bases for occluded regions

Table 6
Detection performance of 9-region-division
Method

Detection rate/false alarm rate (%)

9-1
9-2

Average of FAR (%)

d

e

f

g

h

i

100/14
100/0

100/14
100/10

100/14
100/0

100/0
100/4

100/44
100/44

100/0
100/0

14.3
9.7

Table 7
Detection performance of 12-region-division
Method

12-1
12-2
12-3
12-4

Detection rate/false alarm rate (%)

Average of FAR (%)

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

l

—
—
100/68
—

100/0
100/0
100/0
100/0

100/0
100/0
100/28
100/0

100/0
100/0
100/0
100/0

100/0
100/0
100/0
100/0

100/4
100/52
100/46
100/52

100/0
100/0
100/2
100/0

100/26
100/4
100/4
100/4

100/0
100/0
100/2
100/0

3.8
7.0
16.7
7.0

Table 8
Detection performance of 24-region-division
Method

Detection rate/false alarm rate (%)

24-1

i
100/0

j
100/0

k
100/0

l
100/0

m
100/0

n
100/2

o
100/0

p
100/0

Average of FAR (%)

q
100/44

r
100/62

s
100/44

t
100/0

u
100/68

v
100/0

w
100/40

x
100/0

16.3
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Fig. 15. Examples of Synthetically occluded test images.

Table 9
Recognition rate (%) on synthetic occlusions

PCA
LNMF
R-PCA
S-LNMF

Table 11
Recognition rate (%) on real occlusions

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

100
100
100
100

100
96
100
100

24
28
46
100

8
10
24
100

6
4
6
100

are detected by (4) with a threshold value. In our experiment, we
set the threshold value empirically as 0.1, which means that any
basis, whose energy in an occluded region is greater than 10% of
the total energy, will not be used for matching.
4.3.2. Experiments on synthetic occlusions
First, we tested our S-LNMF based recognition algorithm on
synthetically occluded images as shown in Fig. 15(b)–(e). Occlusion-free images as in Fig. 15(a) were used for training. Some conventional algorithms including PCA [11], LNMF [6] and R-PCA [4,5]
were also tested for the comparative performance evaluation. The
recognition rate, deﬁned by the percentage of correctly recognized
faces, is used as the performance measure. Table 9 shows the recognition results. The recognition rate of the proposed algorithm
was obtained when the number of bases was 100.
Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm
achieved the highest recognition rate. Although R-PCA gave
slightly better results than PCA and LNMF, the performance decreased drastically as the size of the occluded region became
larger.
4.3.3. Experiments on real occlusions
We have tested our algorithm on real occluded face images by
sunglass and scarf in AR database. Among 270 sunglass and scarf
images, the remaining 200 (100 sunglass and 100 scarf) images
that were not included in the training set were used for probes,
and all of the 135 normal frontal faces were used for the gallery.
Note that if there is no occlusion in a test face, then the algorithm
becomes the very original LNMF-based recognition scheme, in
which whole LNMF bases are integrated for matching, and the recognition performance of our algorithm will be the same as the original LNMF’s [6]. Thus, in this experiment, we investigated the
performance of our algorithm on the occluded face images exclu-

Table 10
Recognition rate (%) according to the number of bases
# of bases

sunglass

scarf

50
100
200
300
400
500

84
88
90
90
90
90

86
90
92
92
92
90

PCA
R-PCA
LNMF
AMMa
FaceITb
S-LNMF

Sunglass

Scarf

Smile

Scream

Right-light

40
50
19
80
10
84

14
16
10
82
81
87

94
95
95
96
96
96

44
46
44
56
78
49

8
22
N/A
N/A
95
84

N/A: Not applicable.
a
Results in [8] with 50 subjects in AR face DB.
b
Results in [22] with 116 subjects in AR face DB.

sively. Unlike the syntactic occlusion test case where the occlusion-free parts of the gallery and the corresponding test images
are exactly the same, in this case, those parts may differ since they
are taken in different conditions. First, to examine the effect of the
dimension of the LNMF space on the performance of the proposed
algorithm, the recognition rate according to the number of the employed LNMF bases has been evaluated and the results are summarized in Table 10. We note that as the number of leaned bases
increases, the recognition rate rises until some point and saturates
beyond that. This implies that more local discriminative information can be provided if a sufﬁcient number of local bases are available. The optimal number of bases could be chosen in the range of
200–400.
The performances of PCA, LNMF, R-PCA, FaceIT (Local Feature
Analysis [21]), and AMM (Martinez’s algorithm [8]) which was
known to be the state of the art partially occluded face recognition
algorithm were also evaluated and compared to that of the proposed algorithm, and the results are summarized in Table 11.
The recognition rate of the proposed algorithm was obtained when
the number of bases was 200. By comparing the results, we can
conclude that our algorithm is more robust than other algorithms
especially for the occluded faces including sunglass and scarf
images. In case of PCA, LNMF, and R-PCA, scarf degrades the performance worse than sunglass. This is because the area occluded by
the scarf in a face is wider than that by the sunglass, and most
appearance-based approaches were affected by this fact. The bad
performance of R-PCA is due to the dependency on training images.
Although it was reported to be robust to more than 50% of noise
[5], it would be possible only if the training images per each object
are large enough, and the occlusion-free images are contained in
the training set. In this experiment, however, we used single occlusion-free face image per person for training. Moreover, although
the face without occlusion was contained in the training set, the
corresponding occlusion-free parts in the test images were different due to possible pose and expression variations, and localization
error.
Note that the local feature-based methods including FaceIt,
AMM and S-LNMF gave relatively better performance than the
other methods based on global appearance. And one interesting
observation is that they produce better results on scarf than sunglass, and it reﬂects the fact that the eye region contains more
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Table 12
Recognition rate (%) of S-LNMF on different sessions

Session 1
Session 2
Session 1–2

9

5. Conclusion

Sunglass

Scarf

Smile

Scream

Right-light

84
66
49

87
89
55

96
96
62

49
54
27

84
78
51

important discriminative information than the mouth region for
recognition.
Note however that in AMM, since the matching is done in
probabilistic framework with the sum of the Mahalanobis distances between all the corresponding local parts, the effect of
the occluded parts are not removed completely and still affects ﬁnal matching. In contrast, the proposed algorithm produces better
recognition results than the existing methods, since it tries to
minimize recognition error by ﬁnding local occlusion areas
explicitly, and uses only the local bases associated with occlusion-free parts.
We have tested the robustness of algorithms on the variations
of expression and illumination, and the results are shown in the
4–6th columns of Table 11, respectively. As expected, even for
the expression variant faces, the local feature-based methods produced more robust results than the appearance-based ones,
although the performances themselves degraded as the expression
became stronger (scream). And also for the illumination changes,
the proposed algorithm showed relatively robust recognition result, while the FaceIt showed the best result.
Moreover, to investigate the robustness of the proposed algorithm to the variation of faces due to time elapse, we have tested
it with two different sessions in AR DB taken at an interval of 14
days. Three experiments were carried out: (1) only session 1
images were used for gallery and probe, (2) only session 2 images
were used for both gallery and probe, (3) session 1 images were
used for the gallery and session 2 images were used for the probe.
In all three cases, training was carried out using the session 1 data.
The results are summarized in Table 12. We observe that substantial amount of degradation has occurred when the test faces were
taken in different time. Similar results have been reported in [8],
and to remedy this problem more precise localization and local
weighting scheme could be employed [8].
The processing time of the proposed algorithm also has been
evaluated and compared with those of other algorithms. On a
Pentium III 1 GHz PC, it took about 15 s for matching a face.
It is longer than the processing times required for PCA and
LNMF that are around 0.015 s, but is 10 times shorter than that
for R-PCA. In the proposed algorithm, most of the processing
time has been spent for the calculation of the occluded energy
in (4).

In this paper, we have deal with the occlusion problem, which
has been researched relatively less in face recognition than the illumination and pose variation problems. We have proposed a new
robust face recognition algorithm to the partial occlusion, based
on selective LNMF bases matching. Local occluded areas in faces
are ﬁrst detected by the modiﬁed 1-NN classiﬁer called supervised
1-NN threshold classiﬁer in PCA space, and then matching is performed in the LNMF space that is constructed by the selected
occlusion-free bases. Experimental results demonstrated that the
proposed algorithm could reliably recognize partially occluded
faces with higher recognition rate than the existing methods.
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